
IS PROJECT MANAGER (M/F) 

The Securex Group is an international partner in Human Resources, providing innovative and reliable solutions to optimize 
people Management. In Luxembourg, with our 35 staff members, we are a proactive partner for Payroll Services, HR and all social 
administration.

As part of its expansion, Securex is looking for an IS Project Manager (M / F). You will provide support to the team in place 
regarding support & evolution of IS tools & practices.

YOUR MISSIONS:

Project management : 50 %

 Manage internal projects from the drafting of specifications to the follow-up of the planning until the 
implementation;

 Contribute to the different phases of a project (facilitation of meetings, functional analysis, monitoring of 
developments, creation of procedures...);

 Study the needs of our internal and external clients, think about solutions in line with the business environment to 
be a privileged interlocutor;

 Provide production control for necessary enhancements to HRIS services and tools (follow-up);

 Be in charge of writing the procedures documentation, updating and communicating them.

Test : 20%

 Analyse and understand the internal and external clients’ expectations;

 Write test scripts and run them to make sure the application meets the clients’ needs;

 Communicate on the test results, identify and trace the bugs, and ensure the resolution of the follow-up

Helpdesk : 30%

 Provide second level support on application issues and link to other teams; regularly assess the service quality 
provided to our clients; answer quickly to support requests; provide clear information to clients.

YOUR PROFILE :

 Holder of a Bachelor Degree with a successful experience in setting up computer project or a Master Degree, you 
have an interest in new technologies.

 You have knowledge and skills on Information Systems and IT projects.

 You are proficient in French and English

 You are familiar with MS Office IT tools as well as project management methodologies; an experience on an SAP / 
Oracle / HRIS would be an asset.

 You are a team-player, you are able to take initiatives, and are committed to hard-work.

 You have strong reflection, analytical and logical skills and dare to innovate.

We offer you to evolve in a young, dynamic and international framework, within a multidisciplinary and experienced team. In 
this context, you will have the opportunity to apply and develop your IT and project management knowledge in the field of 
Human Resources in a professional context.

Please send your cover letter and CV to recruitment@securex.lu
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